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Persona 1

Amy Brown is living with her mom. It's her last 
year at E.M. Barker School. Amy and her mom 
just submitted the application for middle school 
by ranking the eligible schools in order. Her 
birthday wish is to go to the same middle school 
with her best friend, Linda. Because she is a shy 
and sensitive girl, it's hard for her to make new 
best friends. She hates the teacher asking her to 
answer any question in class since she feels 
ashamed if the answer is not perfect.

Bio

Her mom yelled at her a lot due to the pressure of school 
applications.
Amy heard Linda's father was promoted to another city, so 
her best friend Linda's family will move next year.
There is a new program in her school which forces every 
student to make a new friend every week.
Her mom has been complaining a lot about Amy's behaviour 
recently.

Pain Points

To be accepted by the top ranked middle school
Be close to her best friend Linda
Get all the questions in class right
Get along with her mom after submitting her applications

1.
2.
3.
4.

Goals

Amy 
Brown,
10 years 
old



"Why you 
are so shy?"

"You can 
do better."

"I'm tired of 
this, Amy."

Should I 
say more?

Linda is my best 
friend forever.

Mom wishes she 
behaved differently 

sometimes

"The answer is 
ten, right? Mr. 

Smith?"

Everyone in the 
classroom has more 

than one friend except 
her

"Sorry mom, 
I'll try."

"Don't go 
Linda."

Linda is the only 
one who wants 
to play with her

I should get 
better grades for 

my mom.

Empathy Map 1 - Amy Brown

Self- doubt
An unhealthy relationship with her mom
Avoiding connections with other people, venturing outside 
her comfort zone

Pain
The possibility to speak up
A stable friendship
Good grades
Behaviour change

Gain

Say and Do

Think and feel

SeeHear



Persona 2

Sam is a middle schooler looking to find his 'true 
love' and wants to buy a pair of Nike's to school. 
His parents are not rich and struggle to save up 
money for his college tuition. Sam is highly 
affected by what his peers thinks of him and he 
thinks that hitting people makes him seem 
cooler, so he often  indulges in violence. His 
parents are concerned and hope that school 
therapy will help him, but there seems to be little 
hope for improvement.

Bio

Therapy is super expensive for the parents and they feel 
helpless
He is bullied because he is the only student without Nike 
shoes and the latest gaming devices
He often is cornered because of his aggression
Teachers categorize him as the problem child and blame 
him for a lot of things

1.

2.

3.
4.

Pain Points

Build a good social image for himself
Reduce anger issues
Make meaningful friendships
Be good at school and fit in

1.
2.
3.
4.

Goals

Sam 
Tucker,
14 years 
old



Empathy Map 2 - Sam Tucker

No strong friendships
Spending time on therapy without any improvement
Warped self- perception

Pain
Extra attention from teachers and parents

Gain

Say and Do

Think and feel

SeeHear
"You are a 

problematic 
child."

"It's not right to do 
that."

"We need to take Sam 
to see a behavioural 

therapist."

I am the cool kid 
because everyone 

is scared of me.

Everyone thinks 
I have problems. 
They are wrong!

Friends are for 
weak people.

Hit others.

Being rude 
to people.

"You are 
scared, loser!"

Social standards 
of the school are 

high.

Classmates stay 
away from him.

Power is the 
most important 

thing.


